An asymptotic expression is obtained for the current distribution on the outside surface of an infinitely long, perfectly conducting, hollow cylindrical antenna that is fed by an infinitesimally narrow circumferential gap. This asymptotic expression involves t wo series. The first series is expressed in reciprocal powers of log (21 zl/jr2ka 2 ), where I zl is the distance from the gap, log r is Euler 's constant, k is the propagation constant, a nd a is t he radius of the antenna. The second series is a similar series multiplied by l /( k lzi) . The first series is dominant and its first five terms yield values for the magnitude and phase of the current that for even moderately thick antennas (circumferences as large as ' A/3) are accurate to within about one percent in as close as ' A/3 of the gap. This is shown by a comparison of the values of t he current obtained from t hese t erms with t he numerically computed values of Dun can [1962] . Asymptot ic expressions for the current found in the literature resemble the first t erm of this dominant series and are a ccurate only at relat ively large distances from t he gap--except for very thin a ntennas .
Introduction
Consider the usual model of an infinite antenna composed of a hollow circular cylinder with its axis lying along the z-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system with coordinates (p, c/>, z) .
The cylinder is cut in two at z= o and the antenna is assumed to be excited by a sinusoidal generator producing an oscillating electric field E ze 1 wt (that is independent of c/» across the gap in the cylinder formed by the cut. The voltage across the gap is v=-r E zdz J gap which may be held constant while the gap width is allowed to approach zero. As is well known this limiting process of allowing the gap width to go to zero leads to a singularity of the quadrature component of the current f ez) on the outer surface of the cylinder. The effect of such a gap has been considered, among others, by Infeld [1947] , King [1956] , Wu and King [1959] , Chen and Keller [1962] , and Duncan [1962] .
The current on the outer surface of the cylinder is given by the formula 1 where I SP,6 formul a 13 of Duncan [1962] . k = 27rt..-1 t.. = wavelength in free space a = radius of antenna j=.J 1
Zo= Me
E= dielectric constant of free space M = permeability of free space {3 = (P -1'2)l
Hd 2 ) ((3a) H i 2 ) ({3a) = J 1 ({3a) -j Y1 ({3a) .
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The last two functions fLre Hankel function s of the second kind, the time factor having been t aken as e i wt • The path of integration in (1) is along 0 in figure 1 and is thus along the r eal axis except at ' Y = -le where it is downwardly indented and at'Y = le where it is upwardly indented to avoid the branch points of (3 at ' Y = ± le. The angle of (3, written L(3, is chosen so tlmt Duncan [1962] has recently derived expressions for 1 (z) that permit its computation for very small values of z and has obtained accurate plots of the real and imaginary parts of 1(z) as one approaches the singularity at z= O. vYhile this approach also makes possible accurate values of 1 (z ) out to .\ = le lzl of 5 or 10, the work involved increases and the accuracy decreases as .\ becomes large. This paper develops an asymptotic series for the current where A n fLnd E n are constants and
It is shown that the first five terms of the first series yield a value of 1 (z) that is remarkably accurate even for mther small valu es of l = lc lzl and for thick antennas. Thus, for example (see figs. 2 and 3), 1 1 (z) 1 is given within an accuracy of 1 percent for all antennas thinner than a = 27ra}..-1= O.30 for all .\ = 27r lzIA-1 > 1.8 (approx.).
Modification of the Integral for I (z) by Contour Integration
This integral for 1(z) given in (1 ) may, by reference to figure 1, be written
By distorting the contour 0 between A and B into Of , one sees that 0 in (4) can be replaced by Of. It can readily be shown that in the limit of E-"70 and R -"7OC> only the portions of the path Of lying along branch cu t 1 contribute to the integral, and hence (5) Decreasing the angle of the argument (3a of the Hankel fun ctions by 7r lefLds to the following equations:
Hi 2 ) (!3ae-i1T ) The change in the contour of integration thus leaves us with a more manageable integral for large values of r in that only the small argument behavior of the Bessel functions is important.
. More Tractable Expression for the Asymptotic Behavior of I (z)
We may write (8) 
we have
where From (11) and (13) T = 2j r
Since it is possible to choose an A such that ID(71a )I> (Aal 71 I)-1 for all l71a l> b, we may make use of (12) to obtain the inequality (18) which, using (15), can be written (19) Thus with the neglect of €1 in (17 ) and exponential term in r we may write
T~;Jo 71{I+(~logr~aYJ (20) where Mis U1 or any quantity very large compared to 1. Since the integrand of the first integral in (17) has nearly a constant angle, the percentage eITor in dropping the integral involving €1 is certainly not much more than the maximum error in dropping €1 in (13) . Expansion in (20) of [(u/r) + 2jj-1 by the binomial theorem leads to a series in reciprocal powers of r (21) where (22) At this point to insure uniform convergence of the binomial series, M is to be taken slightly smaller than U2 , where U 2 is the smaller of U1 and 2r. 
Consider now a functionJ of 71 2 in the range in which u< <r. By a Taylor expansion Since, however, (25) may be written
71 = 710 4 710 d71~
Tn~ Jo 1+ (; log r2~~a)2 2.1 Jo u e du 1+ (; log r2~~a2y u.
The application of (26 ) in the outer part of the range 0 ~u~M will not be very accurate, but since the integrand drops off as e-u , one may ignore this. Integrating the last integral by parts and neglecting the term containing e-M in the integrated part, we have (27) where the superscript zero indicates that 1) is to be replaced by '10. If in (21) one neglects terms of (11.\)2 and higher, then one may write that By (27) this becomes
Equations (10) and (28) provide us with an asymptotic expression for 1 (z) involving integrals of the form where use has been made of (24) and where r 2 a 2 r = --' 2.1
. Asymptotic Series for I (z)
Integrating (29 ) 
I~
Collecting our results thus far, we have from (10), (28), and (3 2) that (34) Corresponding to the expansion of the ar ctangent in r eciprocal powers of the ~Lrgument, one has Using Taylor's series with a remainder term to expand th e denominator, we have (see 'Widder [1961]) [
wher e {8} as a sup erscript is a pseudo exponent defined by the equation
and (40 ) into (39) , on e obtains the equation (44) where (45) and (46) It will be shown later in section 5 that as t"-7 00 and hence 7-70 the remainder term R ':v(n) approach es zero as [log 7j [-<N+ !) . This insures that (44 ) is a legitima te asymptotic expansion of I nk.
It is convenient to replace (45 ) by the equation
which involves again only the neglect of a term proportional to e-M and to wl'ite (44) in the fOl'm
to indicate an asymptotic series that must b e terminated at some finite but unsp ecified term. The remainder term is th en very roughly indicated by t he fU'st n eglected term. A precise determination of the overall error is made later in section 7 by comparing the results obtained from our asymptotic series with those obtained numerically by Duncan [1962] . Integr ating (47 ) 
Equation (53) may be written
where A's and B's are constants and -log rj is replaced by log p!;; thus (56)
These are the same equations as (2) and (3) in the introduction. Vainshtein [1959] has obtained a similar type of expansion for a related integral. The second series in (55) is not, strictly speaking, a part of an asymptotic expansion of fe z ) since terms in II!; fall off faster than any power of (log pO-I. It can, however, be used to increase the range of !; over which (55) is a valid approximation.
By direct comparison of (53) and (55) we see that A 1= CO
Magnitude of the Remainder Term R;'(n)
Since Ilog vrjl in (43) for real v is always greater than 7r/2, we have
(N + 1)! 2 even outside the above range. These inequalities applied to (46) yield an upper bound for R~(n ) expressed by
<
The second integral approaches zero as e -f'-1 /2 and thus for small T (large n is negligible. One 
01/=(-1) " 1' " e-"(log u)"du=Pn+ (-I)"Q" P n= (-I) n f: e-U(log u)ndu> O QI/= i '" e-" (log u)"clu>'J·
In (63) let x= -log u; then and one obtains a convenient alternating series for Pn• To obtain the Qn we set ,(. L vl) .1 1 (65) (66) where the truncation 01'1'01' e,,(.LVI ) in using.LVI rather than infinity as the upp or limit is giyon by (6 7) N ow log ( 1 + j~I) ~~ for all x;::O: 0 and h ence en (M) is less than which on successive integration by parts reduces to
Setting n = 5 and)\d= 16, we havo For smaller n the error is even less. Thus, we may with negligible error set
and evaluate these integrals by numerical quadrature. Actually, one knows that and from standard integral tables that (7 1) H ence numerical integration is not required in (69) for n = O and n = 1. 
Accuracy of Results Obtained Using Asymptotic Series
Since several approximations were made in derivin g the asymptotic series (55) for the current on an in finite cylindrical an tenna, it is importan t to check the resul ts against the very accurate resul ts obtained by Duncan [1962] by numerical integration. For this purpose only the first five terms of the A coefficient series were used. The computations were made for rather th ick antennas, a= 0.02 , 0.08, 0.30, 0.60 , and l.20, and some oC the results are shown in figures 2 t o 10. 
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. . T he resul ts for a = O.02 ar e not given since at a= 0 .08 (see figs. 2, 6, and 9) the resul ts are already qui te accurate even as close as a q uarter wavelength from th e gap. For thinner a ntennas the agr eem ent would b e even b etter. One observes (see figs. 4, 7, a nd 10) th at for a= O.60 the asymptotic series begi ns to give accurate r esults only wh en .\ is greater tha n 3.5 or 4. For a circumference approachin g one wavelength (a = 1) the asymp to tic expa nsion ceases to be even approximately valid for determining t he m agnitude of t he curren t as ca n be seen from figure 5 (a = 1.2). Surprisin gly enough figure 8 shows t hat th e ph ase angle of the curren t fo r a = 1.2 is som ewh a t b etter predi cted, bein g less t han 20 cl eg off from t he true value. "" 
Phase angle oj the current j or a = 1. 20. The first term of the asymptotic expansion (55) taken alone yields the asymptotic formula 
which is accurate for antennas of the thickness here considered only for rather large I= klzl. This is shown in figures 9 and 10. Even for the a = 0.08 case the plot of the first term fails to give close agreement even at a I of the order of 10. These two figures illustrate, in addition, the degree to which the first five terms give the real and imaginary parts of the current. Since the accuracy is approximately the same for each part, we have given only the imaginary part for a = 0.08 and only the real part for a = O.60. In the latter, of course, the agreement is not too good. Formulas similar to (72) have been obtained by others. Chen and Keller [1962] obtain the same formula but with the argument of the log the negative of that in (72) . N orthover [1958] derives a formula in which the argument of the log is z/2ka 2 • Hallen 's [1956] formula agrees with (72) except that r is to the first power. All of these formulas are correct in that they lead to the right functional behavior for I -.-?<Xl . It has been checked, on the other hand, that in the case a = O.08, at least, formula (72) is more accurate for finite I than any of these variations of it.
We have also determined that for a = 0.08 and 0.60 the error remaining after taking the first five terms of the A coefficient series is given for intermediate I very nearly by the first two or three terms of the B coefficient series of (55).
